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CUBA

In the early years of the Cuban Revolution tribunals we re set up in the countryside and later in the large towns too.The judges of these tribunals we re chosen
by and from the members of neighbourhood councils. This book describes these
tribunals from their beginnings around 1962 to their integration within a revised
legal system th at was adapted to the changed social conditions of the 1970s.
The procedure of the first Base Tribunals had an informal structure. The
salient characteristic was the strong and direct involvement of the neighbourhood in
this form of administration of justice, which was designed to be uncomplicated and
comprehensible. The integration of the tribunals within a new system of Judicial
Organisation and the shift towards a greater emphasis on professionalism and efficiency in the 1970s have given the tribunals not only a new name, Municipal Popular Tribunals, but also an essentially changed character.
In this book an attempt is made to offer insight into these recent developments within the Cuban system of basic judicial administration and their antecedents. Their rise and later development are situated within the broader political
context of the Cuban revolution. And the far-reaching transformations in Cuba's
international orientation, system of economic organisation and politico-cultural
tradition since 1959 are examined to see how they are reflected in the new tendencies within the administration of justice at base level.
Cuba has come to occupy a unique posItIOn in world history since the 1959
Revolution. Like other Latin American countries, Cuban history before then had
been one of colonial and neocolonial exploitation.
When Cuba was discovered by Columbus on the 27th of October 1492, it was
inhabited by Indian tribes. The is land was a colony of Spain from the occupation in
1511 until 1898. The autochthonous population, the Indians, we re virtually wiped out
in a short time, according to the historical accounts of writers such as Bartolomé
de las Casas.There we re only a few survivors to come alive out of the compulsory
hard labour as slaves in goldmines and elsewhere. 1
The import of negro slaves from Africa to Cuba began officially in 1513. In
the course of time they were mainly set to work on the sugar plantations. Cuba
began to concentrate on sugar export from the end of the eighteenth century,
resulting in the construction of a monoculture, sugar production, which is still the
determining factor in the Cuban economy. It implied tota! dependence on the fluctuating sugar prices on the wor!d market. This meant th at Cuba became economically dependent on her northern neighbour, the United States. 2 As Cuba's nationa!

hero and liberation fighter. José Marti, expressed it:
A country which buys gives orders; a country which selIs takes
orders. It is necessary to develop a balanced trade to safeguard
our freedom. A country bent on suicide selIs only to one buyer, a
country which wants to survive selIs to several parties. 3
The year 1898 marked the end of Cuba's domination by Spain as the result of
two wars of independence. There was as yet, however, no genuine independence.
From 1898 to 1902 Cuba remained, against her will, .under North American rule. In
this period Cuba was forced to accept the Platt amendment, by which the Cuban
Constitution gave the United States the right to intervene in Cuban affairs. This
also implied the right of the United States to set up a naval base on the southeast
coast of Cuba at Guantánamo. 4 As is described in the following chapters, it was
only from 1959 that Cuba managed to get rid of the dominant economic influence of
the United States.
To achieve this it was necessary for the United States puppet dictator, General
Fulgencio Batista, who came to power by a coup d'état in 1952, to fall. The political
group which was capable of this was the move ment of the 26th of July led by Fidel
Castro Ruiz. January Ist 1959, the day on which Castro and his forces entered
Havana after years of guerrilla fighting in the Sierra Maestra mountains, is still
celebrated as the birthday of the Cuban Revolution. 5 Famous guerrilleros from the
movement of the 26th of July who are de ad now, like the legendary Che Guevara
and the popular Camillo Cienfuegos, are still treated in Cuba as heroes.
The successful revolution of 1959 made of Cuba a model for many liberation
movements, both in Latin America and in other parts of the world. This accounts
for Cuba's important position within the complex of contemporary North-South
oppositions.
This is one of the reasons why the achievements and failures of the 27 year old
Cuban revolution are of undoubted significance for all those countries which are
striving to free themselves from a similar situation of underdevelopment and poverty. Cuba's geographical position close to the North American coast and her more
or less forced orientation towards the Soviet Union have put this small country at
the crossroads of present day oppositions between East and West. This wasblatantly
obvious in the crisis of October 1962, when the establishment of Soviet missiles on
Cuba threatened to lead to a direct confrontation between the two superpowers. The
never-ending stream of accusations levelIed against Cuba by the United States of
exporting her revolution to Central America provides a more recent example.
This book is primarily intended as a contribution to the modern historiography
of Cuba. Compared with the quantity of publications which have appeared on Cuba,
there has so far been little written about the Cuban system of judicial administration since 1959. 6 The present study of the Cuban Base Tribunals and Municipal
Popular Tribunals is intended to help to fill th is lacuna. Another aim of the research is to give some insight into the development of law within actual processes
of revolutionary change.
The specific institution of base-level judicial administration is described as part
of a wider social context. It is not abstracted from the social reality in which it
functions at different periods in Cuban history. Similarly, the legal institution of
the tribunals cannot be detached from the traditional Cuban legal system whose
formation goes back to the period of Spanish colonial history. In the present case
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study the post-revolutionary neighbourhood tribunals are described from below, using
the observations made by one or more independent observers. The developments
perceived are set against a background of more general processes of transformation
within the revolution. In the historical description of these more general political
developments, the state is viewed as dependent on specific people and groups which
exert influence on it or participate in it.1 Attention is also paid to the shifting
international relations of power as an essential part of any attempt at explaining
national processes of transformation. This notion has been further developed by,
among others, the proponents of dependencia theory.8 Underlying the method
followed in th is book is the assumption that law cannot be analysed without taking
into account the social and economic forces which lie behind it -- a Marxist tenet?
I hope that th is historico-analytical approach will offer some insight into the
relation between law, society and revolutionary development. The particular selection
of the Cuban base level judicial administration can be seen in this light. Of all the
legal institutions it is the one closest to the Cuban people themselves. It has played
a more important role than any other legal institution in Cuban history since 1959
as far as the fundamental political and social transformations of Cuban society are
concerned. More than any other legal institution, it was the experimental base
tribuna!s which we re embedded in the Cuban policy of mass mobilisation in the
1960s.
Besides, the Cuban Base Tribunals, as they functioned in Cuba in the 1960s,
appealed to the imagination of many jurists as weIl as lay persons. Law in the
hands of the people. Informality. Alternative sentences ins te ad of the customary
imprisonment. This study faces both the positive and the negative sides of the
experiment, by comparing them with more general, fundamental legal concepts which
underlie different legal systems.
A limitation of th is study is the lack of a comparison with primary judicial
administration in the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China and other socialist developing countries, such as Mozambique. IO There was no time te take th is
on.
For studies like this access to sources is never without its problems. If one
wants to go beyond secondary sources or the official reports presented in Cuban
newspapers such as Granma, access to Cuba is a necessity. However, even when one
is able to hold discussions with Cuban jurists and to spend some time in Cuban
libraries, lecture halls and court hearings, the fact th at one· is only exposed to the
events for a brief time, and th at as an outsider, remains problematical. It is not
just the language which in the first instance raises problems, but also the gap
created by cultural differences. The interviewees may certainly do their best to give
an honest answer to the questions posed, but difficult problems with which they are
wrestling are not always openly discussed in the presence of an outsider. There is a
risk that they will be explained in terms of the official ideology or in harmony with
the most recent declarations of high party officials. This is by no means always the
case -- I have experienced too many exceptions --, but it is a factor which has to
be taken into account in a study like this one.
A different problem concerns the use of secondary sources. Given Cuba's place
at the centre of important contemporary political contradictions, a good deal of the
literature on Cuba is marked by astrong political preference or by animosity. In
this book I have used the available literature on Cuba from left and right. For data
on the more general political developments in Cuba, for example, I have utilised
both North American and other Western sources, mainly publications by recognised
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experts on Cuba, as weIl as speeches by Cuban leaders and other post-revolutionary
Cuban literature. This is a justifiable procedure since I refer on each occasion to
the sources used.
For my account of the Cuban Base Tribunals in the 1960s I have included in my
sources the work of foreign researchers who carried out research on th is theme in
Cuba in this period. I have also used Cuban legislation, brochures and speeches
made by politicians and juridical officials from the same period. I was able to
consult many of these texts in the library of the Cuban Supreme Court in Havana
and in the losé Marti National Library. Some old laws were available from Cuban
antiquarians. A particularly illustrative value can be attached to the interviews
which I conducted with a number of Cubans in 1983 concerning their functions in
Cuban primary judicial administration in the 1960s. The 1970s legislation on the new
Municipal Popular Tribunals is freely available in Cuba. It is equally easy to gain
access to textbooks which have appeared on Cuban criminal justice and other contemporary juridical literature in Cuba. I I I tried to penetrate further than the formal
regulations of the new system of Judicial Organisation and the new criminal procedure legislation by holding discussions with jurists actively involved in legal
practice and by attending hearings. These interviews and observations mayalso be
seen to have an illustrative value.
I visited Cuba in 1977, 1980, 1981 and 1983. In spring 1980 it was possible for
me, along with some twenty other Dutch jurists, to hold a considerable number of
discussions with members of the judicial apparatus, the Public Prosecutor and the
Ministry of Justice, with lawyers and with lecturers of the Law Faculty of the
University of Havana. 12 In 1981 I spent three months in Havana assisted by a
financial grant from the Cuban Ministry of Education for foreign students and
researchers. I attended lectures in criminal justice at the University of Havana,
attended hearings and held discussions with jurists and other Cubans. I was also
enabled to consult literature which is generally inaccessible to foreigners, stored in
the dusty archives of the Supreme Court in Havana. In 1983 I visited Cuba for the
last time and stayed in Havana again, this time for six weeks.
A weakness in my research is due to the fact th at during my visits in 1981 and
1983 I was only able to investigate judicial practice in Havana city. I have thus not
been ab Ie to do full justice to the emphasis which the Cubans placed in the 1960s
on legal development in the countryside. The differences in this period between
the practice in a large city like Havana and in the countryside will not show up in
my findings.
Despite the variety of source material used for th is study, I have tried to let
the Cubans speak for themselves about the developments in their land. With a few
exceptions, these are Cubans who are living in Cuba at the present moment. In
other words, I have tried to match my account to reality as it is experienced and
interpreted by the Cubans themselves. My reasons for this procedure are not only
pragmatic: much of the infûrmation required came from Cuban writers, politicians
and jurists who live in Cuba. I have deliberately adopted it because I believe that it
is important for gaining an adequate view of the processes of transformation which
took place in Cuba. As Berger and Luckmann pointed out in their The Socia! Construction of Reality, the experience of social reality is a construct which is created
through a complex process of interaction, institutionalisation and internalisation.
Social reality is a social product. Social processes of transformation like those in
Cuba are accompanied by new forms of legitimation. To quote Berger and Luckmann:
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The history of legitimating theories is always part of the history
of the society as a whoie.
Social transformations and 'ideas' are caught up in a dialectical relation:
No 'history of ideas' takes place in isolation from the blood and
sweat of general history.[ ... ] The relationship between 'ideas' and
their sustaining social processes is always a dialectical one.[ ... ]
Consequently social change must always be understood as standing
in a dialectical relationship to the 'history of ideas,.13
It is thus essential to take into account the 'ideas' which went hand in hand with
the various transformations, including juridical transformations and the underlying
legal theories on which they are based.
At the same time this approach involves a deIiberate reserve on my part. Assuming that a given social reality will not be experienced and accepted by everybody in the same way, I have made the choice of letting the Cubans speak and
using their interpretations to gain insight into their reality.
Of course, I have myself introduced a normative element into the study by the
selection and ordering of the data which I have followed. I have already briefly
indicated which theories have influenced my methodology. In addition, at various
points in the book I refer to generally valid principles of justice. For instance, in
the first three key years of the Cuban revolution I detect a collision of interests
between the so-called fundamental social and economic rights and the more conventional fundamental individual freedoms. Similarly, my discussion of the informality of
Cuban judicial administration at base level is couched in terms of the general
concept of Due Process of Law. These general principles of justice, I fully recognise, are also a social product and form a part of the social reality constructed by
men and women in a specific period and in specific circumstances.
Chapter Two presents a brief, introductory account of the first three years of
the revolution. These were key years for the post-revolutionary development of
Cuba. They involved apolitical and economic break with the United States and a
new orientation towards more remote, socialist trading partners. The domestic policy
is characterised by an increasing polarisation as a result of the implementation of
social reforms. In these years special 'Revolutionary Tribunals' were set up with
wide powers to try the increasing numbers of counter-revolutionaries in Cuba. It
was a time when many conservative jurists Ie ft the country. In fact, there was a
clean sweep of the legal institutions. The scope of this study makes it impossible to
go into the detention of political prisoners in Cuba in these and later years. It was
in the ensuing period, in the middle of the 1960s, that the experimental Base Tribunals were first introduced.
Chapter Three begins with a short account of the predecessors of the Base
Tribunals, the Correctional Judges. This is followed by a description of the first
experimental Base Tribunals in the countryside. There is an outline of how 'revolutionary' students from the University of Havana began to work together with the
local population from 1962 to develop a new type of basic judicial administration.
There is a discussion of why the first Base Tribunals were set up in the isolated
countryside rather than in the large cities of Cuba. The extension of this base level
judicial administration to the large cities dates from 1966, when this experiment was
at its hight in the countryside.
In Chapter Four the general political developments of this period are presented.
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It was a period of political idealism, marked by independence in both internal and

external policy and by mass mobilisation. In foreign policy there was a difference of
opinion and of practice between Cuba and the Soviet Union on the question of
providing support for armed liberation movements in certain Third World countries,
with Cuba supporting and the Soviet Union opposing th is type of intervention. In
domestic policy the main points we re the building up of the nation's economy and
the implementation of thorough cultural changes. 'New man' values were propagated:
the politically conscious, self -sacrificing citizen who acted in solidarity.
Chapter Five details the attempts at th is time to mobilise the Cuban people for
this process of transformation. It is hard to overestimate the importance of the
participation of the people in mass organisations like the Committees for the Defence of the Revolution (Comités de Defensa de la Revolución, CDRs). The revolution received important substantial support from the training and voluntary activities of organisations like the CDRs and their part in the fight against the counterrevolutionaries and the growing crime rate.
In Chapter Six there is a detailed account of the day to day functioning of the
Base Tribunals in Havana in the same period. Drawing on the ministerial instructions
issued in 1966 for the Base Tribunals, the markedly informal nature of the procedure is highlighted. To conclude the account of the Base Tribunals in the 1960s, the
concept of 'informality', which has already been introduced, is analysed both in
terms of the notion of 'social harmony' which underlies Marxist-Leninist legal
theory and in terms of the legal position of the defendant. This analysis assumes
that the concept of informal law can only be understood in terms of the specific
historical context in whch it finds its application.
The base level judicial administration as it was practised in Cuba in the 1960s
went through fundamental changes in the following decade. In Chapter Seven the
general political and economic developments underlying these changes are outlined.
There is an analysis of the shift from the first phase of mass mobilisation in the
1960s to the second phase of institutionalisation. This second phase was introduced
by a revers al in foreign policy in 1968. From 1968 on, the links with the socialist
allies in Eastern Europe grew steadily tighter. In domestic policy, there was a
radical change in 1970, when the economy was reorganised as the result of a failure
in the sugar harvest. The emphasis of the 1960s on mass mobilisation and a morality
of productivity gave way to an approach centred on efficiency and technique.
Chapters Eight and Nine describe the thorough and comprehensive reorganisation
of the political and juridical system in line with the other changes mentioned. The
political organisation of the 1960s was now viewed as provisional, and in the new
process of institutionalisation it was replaced by a new system of popular power:
Poder Popular. 1973 saw the introduction of a new Law on Judicial Organisation and
a new Criminal Procedure Law, and in 1979 a new Penal Code was introduced.
The effects of these changes on the judicial administration of first instance of
the 1960s are discussed in Chapter Nine. Differences between the daily procedure of
the Municipal Tribunals in Havana and th at of the Base Tribunals of the 1960s are
highlighted on the basis of hearings I attended in Havana.
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TRANSITION 1959-1962:
FROM GREEN REVOLUTION TO SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AS A WEAPON AGAINST COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES
On January lst the Movement of the 26th of Ju1y was victorious over the
dictator Batista. The road was clear for carrying out the idea1s and programme of
the movement. The subsequent profound process of transformation through which
Cuban society went was deeply affected by changes in the sphere of international
relations. It was accompanied by various internal power conflicts. It left its mark on
the existing legal system.
In this chapter the first three years of the revolution are considered, as well
as the changes which took place in these years in the politically most sensitive area
of criminal justice: the trial of political -- i.e., counter-revolutionary -- crimes.
The existing system of judicial organisation was left temporari1y as it was in
1959. The main point in the programme of the opponents of Batista was the restoration of 'bourgeois democracy,l with the closely linked demand to give genuine
implementation to the Constitution th at had been introduced in Cuba in 1940. 2 As
yet there was no question of the Movement of the 26th of July's having its own
Marxist- Leninist ideology. It was not until spring 1961 that Fidel Castro first made
explicit reference to a socialist revolution.3 Nor had definite ideas been developed
on the fundamental restructuring of the legal system. The profound transformation
of Cuban society af ter 1959 was not primarily situated in the area of the administration of justice. There were other priorities in the 1960s. The main one was
guaranteeing the safety of the revolution: developing the economy, organising defence against foreign aggression, and creating a politically conscious population. It
was this last point in particular, I believe, which led to the experiments with
tribunals at a neighbourhood level in the 1960s.
Temporarily leaving a mass of legal institutions intact af ter 1959 did not mean
th at the administration of justice remained unaltered. First of all there were the
'revolutionary' tribunals, which saw their area of jurisdiction extended to the whole
territory of Cuba with the military success of the rebel forces. In early 1959 these
tribunals tried only war criminals and others who had been in the service of the
Batista regime. 4 In the autumn of 1959, however, they were also empowered to try
counter-revolutionary crimes. This category was later extended via the traditional
offences involving the security of the state to include certain malpractices and
economic offences which had previously not had any special status. 5 Arising from
the practices of guerrilla warfare, the revolutionary tribunals formed a sort of
'special' judicial administration beside the 'regular' one. As long as the threat of
counter-revolutionary violence and aggression continued to grow, their existence was
assured.
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There were also changes within the 'regular' administration of justice. The
rapidly changing political circumstances immediately after 1959 were reflected in
conflicts within the leg al profession. Cu ban lawyers spoke of two tendencies: the
liberal lawyers, and the lawyers who continued to support the revolution when it
entered a more radical phase. The first group, the liberal lawyers, was initially
favourably disposed towards the revolution in the fight for bourgeois democracy and
the restoration of the 1940 Constitution. When the political events began to take a
clearly socialist and Marxist-Leninist course, however, they found this development
as unacceptable as the increasing hold which the government was gaining on the
judicial administration. 6
The first three years of the revolution were a climax in this respect. They
were years of rapid and profound political change. In May 1959 Fidel Castro was
still denying that the Cuban revolution was a communist one. 'The revolution was a
democratic one,' he said, 'which gave the people notonly food but freedom too''? It
was in April 1961 -- two years later --, that he called the Cuban revolution for the
first time in public a socialist one.
A month earlier he had characterised the earlier aspirations of the Movement
of the 26th of July as peti! bourgeois in an interview with the Italian paper,
L'Uni!à. Ris comments on the Cuban Communist Party in this interview were as
follows:
It is the only party that has always clearly proclaimed the necessity of a radical change in the structure of social relationships. It is
also true that at first the Communists distrusted me and us rebels.
It was a justified distrust, an absolutely correct position ... because
we of the Sierra ... were still full of petit bourgeois prejudices and
defects, despite Marxist reading ... Then we came together, we understood each other and began to collaborate. 8
The difference between these statements of Castro sterns from the complicated
process of radicalisation which the Cuban revolution has undergone through the
years. In fact, an acceleration in th is process could be dated to the first Agrarian
Reform Law of May 17th 1959. As we shall see, this Iaw, which had as one of its
consequences the nationalisation of foreign concerns, marked the beg inning of the
eventual break withthe United States of America. On the domestic front, this law
and other measures led to a political power struggle which finally resulted in a
defeat for the so-called liberals. In the spring of 1959 political power in Cuba was
in the hands of three groups: the rebel army under Castro, the communists and the
liberals. By the spring of 1961 the liberals had left or had disappeared from their
positions of importance. The new government consisted of an alliance between
members of the Movement of the 26th of July and the communists. 9 Resistance to
th is process on the part of members of the Movement of the 26th of July and
others was repressed with an increasingly harder hand. 10 The political power
struggle at work behind this process of change was also clearly visible in the
relations between the government and the jUdiciary.11 Furthermore, it led to all
kinds of conflicts within the legal profession itself.
What exactly took place in this period in the sphere of the administration of
justice? What was the relation between these changes and other significant events
of these years? What was the reaction of the legal profession to these transformations?
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THE SPECIAL ADMINISTRA nON OF JUSnCE FOR WAR CRIMINALS:
THE TRIAL OF THE PILOTS OF BA nST A
Immediately after the victory of the revolution on January Ist 1959 the new
government kept its promise and reintroduced the 1940 Constitution. However, in
the same month this Constitution was amended in a number of important ways. A
major problem in the first months was th at of the trial of all those who had
carried out crimes against the people while in the service of the dictator, Batista.
The offences involved here we re tried by a special Revolutionary Tribunal according
to regulations issued by the rebel army in 1958. 12
This trial was conducted in princir.le by members of the armed forces. 13 No
legal expertise was required of them. 4 The procedure was largely based on a
Criminal Procedure Law, revised to match the war-time conditions, which had been
promul ated in 1896 by the resistance during the Cuban war of independence against
Spain. 1
The other main constitutional amendments which were passed by the new
Council of Ministers in January 1959 were also intended to facilitate the trial of the
followers of Batista. For example, in the middle of January the constitutional ban
on applying penal legislation retrospectively was lifted in the case of offences which
had been committed in the service of the defeated dictator. At the same time, the
penalty of confiscation of all one's goods was declared applicable for crimes committed during the Batista dictatorship which were against the national economy and
the general interest. The ban on the death penalttj was lifted for the exceptional
cases of members of Batista's army or their allies. 1 In early February a number of
important procedural and constitutional safeguards, including the right of habeas
corpus, were denied to the same category of persons. 17 The Fundamental Law (Ley
Fundamental), which replaced the Constitution on February 7th 1959, included these
exceptions or continued them on a temporary basis via new amendments. 18 These
constitutional amendments were later justified by the government, when it called a
temporary halt to the revolutionary tribunals on July 9th 1959, in the following
terms:
With the success of the Revolution it was necessary to try the
most se rio us offenders of the Tyranny, in accordance with the
penal regulations laid down by the High Command of the Rebel
Army, to ensure the course of justice and to prevent the mourners
of the innumerable victims of the official terror of the overthrown
regime from taking the law into their own hands .... It is certain ...
that the judicial administration was in an obviously disorganised
state at that time, which was the reason why the Government
organised the Revolutionary tribunals ... 19
The temporary powers which the government assumed in order to dismiss
judges and other public officers probably had the same motivation: the reorganisation of the judiciary and the elimination of the pro-Batista elements from its
ranks. 20 In the eyes of the new government, the judiciary was one of the few old
state institutions to survive the victory of the revolution, des pi te the fact that a
large number of its members had compromised themselves in the pre-revolutionary
period by aligning themselves with the interests of the overthrown tyrant. 21
Although the trial of supporters of the preceding regime caused lew political
problems in Cuba, the way in which some of these trials was carried out did cause
some consternation. 22 A striking example is the trial of ex-pilots of Batista held in
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February and March 1959. 23 On February 13th forty-five members of Batista's air
force stood on trial before a revolutionary tribunal in Santiago de Cuba. They were
accused of genocide, murder and a number of other crimes associated with the
carrying out of six hundred air raids on inhabited areas of East Cuba in late 1958.
These air raids had cost the lives of eight civilians; there were sixteen wounded and
considerable material damage had been done. The prosecutor called for the death
sentence for forty of them, and a sentence of ten years for five technicians. The
president of the tribunal was an army major, while two other judges were officers
in the army. The seven members of the defence we re led by an army captain.
The trial took up a. relatively great amount of time in view of the large
number of statements by witnesses. The verdict, reached on March 2nd 1959, was a
dismissalof the charges for all concerned. The tribunal had arrived at th is decision
on a number of grounds. First of all, it was claimed, Castro's forces we re in the
villages which came under attack. The raids had thus been directed not against
civilian but against military targets. Secondly, there was no evidence for any attempt to destroy racial, religious or national groups, i.e. there was no proof of
genocide. In addition the prosecutor had been unable to prove murder with premeditation. Last but not least, the tribunal found the individual guilt of the various
accused not proven. It proved impossible to ascertain which individuals were responsible for the deaths and damage for which they collectively stood on trial.
The reaction of the new revolutionary government to th is verdict was one of
censure and indignation. 24 The very next day, March 3rd 1959, Fidel Castro made
the following statement:
The revolutionary tribunal has made a big mis take by acquitting
these criminal pilots. Such an action renders Batista a good service
and it is a way of encouraging other pilots to work for Trujillo
and other enernies of the Revolution. These pilots would then be in
a position to bombard anew the civil population of Cuba.
It would be an act of extreme ingenuousness for a people and for a
revolution to set free precisely those who we re the most cowardly
assassins in the service of the dictatorship. The revolutionary
tribunals do not need any proofs other than the cities and towns
th at were devastated and the dozens of corpses of children and
women th at we re produced by bullets and bombs. Or are we going
to give a new opportunity to those miserabIe creatures to resume
flying against Cuba and let them write once more their sinister
history of mourning and tragedy from some base in the Dominican
Republic or any other country where friends of tyranny have been
given asylurn? The Revolution was not made for that, and those of
us who are leading it cannot permit such an error to be made.
This is a matter pertaining to the security of the citizenry and for
this reason we are obliged to intervene in this problem, since we
cannot remain silent after such a venture.
The people of Santiago de Cuba should not become restIess, because
the senten ce wiII be appealed, and a just tribunal shall try the case
anew. 25
Castro announced aretrial. This was a decision which met with gigantic protests from abroad, especially from the United States of America, and which was also
criticised from within Cuba itself, though the latter criticism was mild by comparison. 26 Cu ban bar associations, for example, expressed their concern that in this way
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the government was failing to respect the principle of ne bis in idem. Nevertheless,
on March 7th the case came up for review. This time the tribunal consisted of five
new members, all of whom were majors in the army. The prosecutor and the he ad
of the defence were the same as in the first tria1. 27 In this hearing forty-three out
of the forty-five accused were found guilty of the charges.Twenty of them received
prison sentences of thirty years, nine received twenty years and two we re sentenced
to two years. There was no doubt that these sentences met with the approval of
the new government. On March 23rd Castro publicly expressed his approval:
We shall be respectful of the law, but of the revolutionary law:
respectful of rights, but of revolutionary rights -- not the old
rights, but the new rights we are going to make. For the old law,
no respect; for the new law, respect. Who has the right to modify
the constitution? The majority. Who has the majority? The revolution. 28
While the first tribunal had presented an extensive juridical motivation against an
ill-considered condemnation on the basis of the charges, the second tribunal had
more or less unconditionally capitulated. Only the plea for capital punishment was
watered down in the final verdict. 29
The criticism from Cuba itself was thus relatively mild, compared with th at
from the United States of America, for instance. 30 One reason for this lies in the
difference between the Latin American legal cultural tradition and th at of the
Anglo-American world. In the former, 'justice' tends to be situated in terms of a
moral norm, the definition of what is right and legitimate in terms of content,
rather than in terms of guarantees of legal procedure. Justice is more concerned
with the content of doing right than with formal procedure. 31
There is another factor, of a more political nature, th at is relevant in this
context. The intervention of Castro seems to have increased his popularity among
the Cuban population rather than to have diminished it. 32 The trial concerned
defendants who were seen as supporters of a corrupt and tyrannical regime th at had
now been overthrown. The cavalier fashion in which certain constitutional and
juridical restrictions we re swept aside in these proceedings had Iittle influence upon
pubIic opinion. The Cuban people's involvement in the pre-revolutionary institutions
and official legislation had been limited, and they had not had much benefit from
them anyway.33
Besides, despite all the guarantees of hu man rights and legal procedures provided by the Constitution, the period before 1959 was marked by an appaIIing lack
of justice. First of all, except for a brief period, the Constitution had been put out
of action since 1952. Corruption ran riot in the state apparatus. 34 The overwhelming
majority of the population lived in extreme poverty without educational facilities,
adequate nutrition and housing. The costs of legal aid were in such circumstances
simply unthinkable. Only a sm all percentage of the population was rich. It is thus
hardly surprising that the Cu ban people raised no objections to the course of events
described above. On the contrary, the new revolutionary government, identified with
the person of Fidel Castro, was very popular. This popularity was not due to
Castro's charismatic leadership alone. 35 The revolutionary government stood in the
first instance for the guerilleros who had driven out the corrupt Batista regime.
Moreover, the programme of the Movement of the 26th of July promised to put an
end to all kinds of social evils, a promise which seemed to have been made seriously. Rents of less than 100 dollars had already been cut by half; purchasing power
in the towns had risen by a third; telephone prices had been cut; farmers with small
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holdings or no holdings at all in Pinar del Rio had received land grants. 36 In the
eyes of the Cuban public, Castro's intervention in the trial of Batista's pilots was
just one more proof of his intention to treat 'practical justice' more seriously than
constitutional and procedural red tape.
A number of Cuban lawyers, however, viewed the events with professional
disapproval. An example is provided by the ~rotest of the bar association in Santiago de Cuba against the course of the trial. 7 Criticism of this kind was later to
lead to open confliets.
INCREASING INFLUENCE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY
The exceptional legislation and the 'special criminal justice' we re not restricted
to the group of Batista supporters. As has al ready been mentioned, the first Agrarian Reform Law of May 17th 1959 heralded the start of an accelerated process of
radicalisation in Cuba. The agrarian reform is held to be the first and most important class issue of the revolution. 38 The first Agrarian Reform Law, which had
already been promised in the programme of the Movement of the 26th of July,
concentrated on the implementation of changes in the structure of land ownership.
It affected around 40 per cent of the Cuban land whieh was in use for agriculture
and cattle farming. Large landholdings (more than 1,000 acres) were confiscated and
passed into the hands of agricultural cooperatives or we re divided among small
farmers or those who had previously held no land. The agricultural cooperatives
we re provisionally run by the National Institute for Agrarian Reform, the INRA.39
The declaration of this law led to a wave of protest from home and abroad,
particularly from the United States of America. Af ter all, 70 per cent of Cuban
agricultural land was in North American hands at the time of the revolution. The
conflict between the various economic interests of the United States of America and
the implementation of socio-economic reforms in Cuba eventually led to a definitive
rift in relations between the two nations. During 1960 all North Amrican concerns
were nationalised, while the United States imposed a total economie boycot on Cuba.
Finally diplomatic relations between the two countries we re broken and the United
States of America proceeded to support acts of aggression against the Cuban revolution. The deterioration of relations with North America ran parallel with a tightening of the economic and political links with the Soviet Union.
These shifts in international relations were connected with domestic political
relations and affected them significantly. In what follows I shall try to throw some
light on these connections and on their implications for criminal justice and the
exodus of a large number of lawyers. An important factor in these developments is
the position of the Cuban communist party. Why did the struggle between moderates
and radicals in this period of the Cuban revolution rapidly take on the shape of a
power struggle between liberals and communists?
To recapitulate: when the Movement of the 26th of July was victorious, there
were three powerful political groups in Cuba - Castro's rebel army, the communists
and the liberals. The communists, who we re united in the Partido Socialista Popular
(PSP), were not very popular with the rebel army at first. They had not made a
great contribution to the defeat of Batista. The first negotiations between the PSP
and Fidel Castro appear to have first taken place in the summer of 1958. 40 Although the PSP was the only one of the old parties which was allowed to exist
af ter January 2nd 1959, it was not inc1uded in the newly created government. The
Movement of the 26th of July viewed the communists with suspicion. In spring 1959
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Castro was still adopting an anti-communist stance in public. On May 21st, for
example, he said:
Our revolution is neither capitalist nor Communist!... What matters
to us, who are attached to a humanist doctrine, are the people, and
we mobilise all our energies for the good of the majority. We want
to free mankind of every dogma; we want to make the economy and
society free without terrorising or forcing anyone. Today's world
situation confronts us with the choice between capitalism which
starves people and commnism which solves their economic problems
but suppresses their freedoms which are dear to them ... Capitalism
sacrifices the hu man being, communism with its totalitarian conceptions sacrifices human rights. We agree neither with the one nor
the other ... Our revolution is not red but olive green. It bears the
colour of the rebel army from the Sierra Maestra. 41
Enzensberger calls the Movement of the 26th of July very radical left wing as
far as strategy and tactics are concerned, but its programme was strongly coloured
by the 'national bourgeoisie' and lacked a coherent ideology. lts main principles can
be found in the speech which Castro once made before the Court of Santiago:
'History will absolve me'. The demands listed there concern the restoration of
bourgeois democracy (I have already referred to the restoration of the Constitution);
moderate agrarian reform; favourable treatment of the small farmers; the setting up
of agricultural cooperatives; compensation for large landowners; reduction of rents;
a programme for social housing; an attack on corruption in the state apparatus;
educational reform; and nationalisation of the public services. 42
After the military defeat of Batista's army, the Movement of the 26th of July
was faced with new problems at the start of 1959. The vacuum which arose with the
disappearance of the old state apparatus and all political groups, with the exception
of the PSP, could not simply be filled by the Movement. The Movement of the 26th
of July lacked a structured political organisation. lts active membership consisted of
a relatively smalI, inexperienced rebel army. Moreover, the differences in political
background within the movement soon began to become apparent with the first
social reform measures to implement the basic programme. The implementation of
the basic demands of the Movement, largely influenced by the shift in Cuba's international position which resulted from these measures, required a more sweeping
radicalisation than the supporters of the Movement of the 26th of July were prepared to accept. In the first three years, the ensuing confrontation between socalled radical and moderate tendencies within the revolution assumed the form of a
struggle between communists and liberals. This can be seen in the forced resignation
of the President of the revolutionary government, Urrutia, in July 1959 after he had
made anti-communist remarks on television,43 or in the notorious trial of Hubert
Matos at the end of 1959. Matos, the military governor of the province of Camagüey, had resigned his high position in protest against alleged communist infiltration.
By the end of 1959 the Movement of the 26th of July had in fact ceased to
exist. Looking back in an interview with Simone de Beauvoir in March 1960, Castro
said:
Why, we asked, doesn't the Revolution have cadres, no apparatus?
Allowing for all differences, the replies coincided in the essential
points: the Movement of July 26, which had carried the Revolution,
did have an apparatus but it was a petit bourgeois apparatus which
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could not keep up with the continuation of the Revolution, with its
radicalisation and particularly with the progressing agrarian reform.
That is why the Movement was dropped. 44
In the meantime, more and more key positions in the state apparatus had been
taken over by socialists. In July 1959 Osvaldo Dorticós replaced Urrutia as President. Nuiiez Jimenez assumed the leadership of the INRA, Raul Roa became Minister
of Foreign Affairs and Raul Castro,the brother of Fidel Castro, became Minister of
Defence. All four we re closely associated with the PSP. In the vacuum of political
organisation, what the PSP had to offer -- a politically trained cadre and an organised partyapparatus -- could no longer be ignored. The orientation of the
communists towards Moscow was also important at a time of changing international
relations. These we re the main reasons for the fact that the so-caUed conflict
between communists and liberals ended in a victory for the communists.
LAND REFORM AND THE FIRST COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY CRIMES
The process of radicalisation of the Cuban revolution certainly did not run
smoothly. It was accompanied by an internal political power struggle, disrnissals and
opposition as weU as growing armed resistance from home and abroad. It is obvious
that the reactions to this unrest will have been apparent in the field of political
trials, as can be seen in the examples presented below.
Partly in reaction to the declaration of the Land Reform Law of May l7th
1959 a chain of events was set in motion which illustrates this. Within Cuba, landowners organised all kinds of protest actions against the law: buying transmission
time, organising demonstrations, etc. The United States of America registered an
official protest on June llth 1959. 45 On the next day, Castro sacked a nu mb er of
his ministers who were known for their moderate political opinions. 46 He then
opened the attack on the domestic critics of the law. In a television speech he
called them traitors to the revolution, who were only interested in their own wellbeing. 47 As a sort of direct answer to th is speech a number of bombs exploded in
Havana at the same moment. 48 The subsequent arrest of what were mainly supporters of Batista was the signal for the first direct confrontation between the government and the judiciary, as one of those arrested was a leading right wing lawyer,
Enrique Llaca Ortiz. When the Havana court (La Audiencia de Havana) ordered his
release, the government tried to pre vent th is via the Ministry of Justice. The
Supreme Court intervened and stated that the judges were within their rights: 'Was
the right of habeas corpus not one of those very rights defended by the revolution?', it asked. 49 The result was th at a conflict between the judiciary and the
government concerning the handling of counter-revolutionary acts of violence in the
country was for the time being settled in favour of the judiciary. These events did
immediately lead to a significant amendment of the Constitution, however. A major
amendment to the Fundamental Law increased the number of capital offences in July
1959. This category was extended to include 'counter-revolutionaries' and those who
had harmed the national economy or the public interest. 50
The broad term 'counter-revolutionary' was specified in terms of particular
offences. As the commentary on a new law promulgated for this purpose indicated,
failure to define the term would be an assault on the possession of individual
liberty defended by the revolution. 5l In apparent contradiction with the increasing
political tension which surrounded these events was the decision taken in the same
period regarding the special 'revolutionary tribunals'. The same law which introduced
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the new regulations on capital offences dismantled the revolutionary tribunals for
the time being. The only reservation was that the council of ministers could caU
these tribunals to life again if they we re required for the defence of the revolution. 52 It took only six months for this clause to be used.
The introduction of the broad category 'counter-revolutionary' together with
its detailed specification, and the simultaneous dismissal and recaU of the revolutionary tribunals are contradictions in th is law of July 7th 1959. They spring directly from the conflicts and compromises between, on the one hand, radical lawyers
and the government, and on the other hand, liberal lawyers. At a deeper level, this
inconsistency was due to the process of radicalisation to which the Cuban revolution
was subject. Legal rights such as the protection of individu al liberty by the principle of legality, and guarantees for the procedure of criminal justice were important aims of the revolution. The fulfilment of certain other promises which the
revolution had made, however, such as the carrying out of social changes for the
benefit of the poorest sectors of the population, provoked such violent opposition
th at a choice between the two positions seemed under the given circumstances
inevitabie. The law of July 7th was the expression of a phase in th is process.
THE TRIAL OF HUBERT MATOS BY A REVOLUTIONARY TRIBUNAL

The political antagonisms quickly sharpened. The growth of internal and external opposition expressed itself in a variety of ways. The he ad of the air force under
Castro, Diaz Lanz, left for the United States of America at the end of June 1959,
where he stated before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee that the communists had taken over power in Cuba. The first open acts of aggression from Florida
started in the autumn with a bomb attack on a sugar factory in Pinar del Rio. After
England had refused to deliver fighter planes in September 1959, Cuba began to hint
openly at the possibility of other arms suppliers, such as the U.S.S.R. This was on
17th October 1959. The first bomb attacks on Cuba had been on the Ilth of October. On the 15th of October Raul Castro was appointed Minister of Defence. 53
This had consequences for the administration of criminal justice. The government found that the situation had by now become so serious that it was necessary
to make use of its authority to resort to the 'revolutionary courts'. 54 The 'special
judicial administration' which had been used against the supporters of the defeated
Batista regime was now reintroduced into the political struggle as a legal instrument. The opponents we re no longer the Batista supporters, but the 'counterrevolutionaries': the Cubans who had gone into exile and were now acting against
Cuba from bases in Florida, and the opponents of the new regime who we re operating from within Cuba itself. The latter group included both those Cubans who had
opposed the revolutionary changes from the first and those whose opposition dated
from the increased radicalisation. Among the latter were a number of 'liberals' ,
mainly members of the Cuban middle class, who were afraid of increasing communist
influence, as weIl as some ex-members of the Movement of the 26th of July.
One of the most weIl known was Hubert Matos, who se trial in autumn 1959
attracted considerable attention. Matos had been a member of the rebel army in the
Sierra Maestra. He was appointed military governor of the province of Camagüey in
1959. This was an influential and important position in an area which had to face
considerable counter-revolutionary activities as a result of the agrarian reforms
carried out there. 55 Matos' disapproval of the increasing communist influence came
into the open in a speech th at he made on June 8th 1959. 56 It also came out that
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he had had contact with important figures in the underground 0ffosition to Castro,
such as the ex-Minister of Agriculture, Rogelio González Corso.
The appointment of Raul Castro as Minister of Defence on October 15th was
the last straw for Matos. Four days later he offered his resignation. 58 The next day
he and the officers who had joined him in resigning were arrested by Castro in
person, accused of 'treason by opposing the agrarian reform,.59 As a direct political
consequence of this, the complete leaders hip of the Movement of the 26th of July
in Camagüey resigned,60 to be followed b(' the resignation of a new group of 'moderates' in the government a month later. 6 It may not be fortuitous that a day later
a B-25 bomber dropped thousands of pamphlets over Havana stating that Castro was
a communist. They we re signed by Diaz Lanz, the exiled ex-chief of the air force. 62
Matos' trial began on December llth 1959 before a revolutionary tribunal.
These tribunals had been in operation again since November 2nd 1959, some two
weeks after the arrest of Matos, when the council of ministers had empowered
these tribunals, which had temporarily disappeared from the scene, to try counterrevolutionary crimes. 63 The president of the tribunal which tried Matos was Major
Sergio del Valle, he ad of the Cuban air force at the time. The other members of
the tribunal and the Public Prosecutor held similar military positions or had a
similar record in the rebel army.64 Fidel and Raul Castro appeared in person as
witnesses in what was a blatantly political tria1. 65
Fidel spoke of a 'counter-revolutionary conspiracy' now that Matos had made
his resignation public in an attempt to involve the military leadership and the
population of Camagüey in his resistance to the government. 66 The verdict was
twenty years imprisonment. 67 In his book Cuba, Suárez writes:
We know very little about the real aims of this (Matos) resignation.
What we do know is that Fidel and his associates were certain that
Matos was engineering a plot that would have taken most of his
provincial military staff officers with him. Camagüey was a very
sensitive region at the time, and Matos had made his move at a
dangerous moment, before Fidel's power had been fully consolidated.
Moreover , Castro was then working out his policy of 'unity', which
was neither pro- nor anti-Communist, but which included the
Communists in the power structure. Fidel, suspicious as always of
the United States, feared th at Matos was getting encouragement
from the Americans. Anyway, as Castro said at the trial, Matos was
'a false revolutionary'. 68
As far as criminal justice was concerned, th is was a new escalation of events
which led, among other things, to the reintroduction of the revolutionary tribunals.
These were still military tribunals. The members were appointed by the Minister of
Defence. If the prosecutor of the revolutionary army requested it, these military
members could be joined by civilian members of the legal profession. The procedure
was in accordance with a special leg al regulation of the Criminal Procedure Law of
1896, i.e. a brief, summary and unwritten procedure. 69 There was a distinction
between Revolutionary Tribunals and Review Councils or Appeal Councils. The
defendant had the right of appeal against a sentence in the first instance. A death
sentence was officially dealt with by an appeal court. 70
At the end of December an extension took place of the category of persons
liable to be subject to confiscation of all their goods. The new category included
'counter-revolutionaries' and others, such as those found guilty of conspiring
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abroad against the government.7 1 This marked a new and important stage in the
process of radica1isation. Former allies cou1d now be tried and sentenced as ene mies
of the revo1ution. Still, the popu1arity of Fide1 Castro and his new government
among the Cuban pub1ic kept on growing. 72
THE CUBAN REVOLUTION IS A 'SOCIALIST' REVOLUTION
The antagonisms described above became more acute in 1960 and 1961. The
first official visit of a Soviet po1itician to Cuba took p1ace when Mikoyan arrived
on January 31st 1960. From the negotiations a trade agreement emerged, in which
the U.S.S.R. p1edged itse1f to buy sugar, to 1end currency and to supply oil and
other materials.7 3 In June 1960 this eventually led to a serious conflict with the
North American oil companies on Cuba. There had already been an attempt to
control the activities of these companies by means of an Oil Law.7 4 After Cuba had
concluded an agreement with the Soviet Union to buy crude oil from the U.S.S.R. at
a price below that charged by the oil multinationals' refineries on Cuba, the latter
refused to re fine Russian oil. This marked the beginning of a new escalation in the
conflicts with the United States of America.
The Cubans reacted to the refusal of the refineries by confiscating them. A
week later the United States of America cancelled their order for sugar, Cuba's
main export product, for that year. 75 In the following months, the Cuban government proceeded to nationalise all North American and all large, private Cuban
concerns. The Cuban telephone and electricity companies which were in North
American hands 76 and the North American oil refineries and sugar factories we re
taken over in August. In October the large Cuban sugar factories followed suit. 77 In
the meantime, the United States of America, Cuba's bigges-t supplier and customer,
stopped all export to Cuba. Obviously, Cuba had to find new markets and new
trading partners for her sugar if she was to survive. It is thus hardly sumrising
that a new trade agreement was made with the U.S.S.R. in December 1960. 78 This
followed the pattern of trade relations th at Cuba had already established with other
socialist countries, such as the People's Republic of China. 79 Soviet tanks and
armaments were publicly displayed during a military parade in Havana on January
lst 1961. 80
At home, the resistance showed a sharp increase in intensity and violence. In
the spring of 1960 the North American President, Eisenhower, had already given the
CIA a free hand in Cuba. During that year Cuban refugees we re trained in guerrilla
and other types of fighting in Guatemala and Panama. 81 At the same time the CIA
established contacts with the opposition in Cuba. One of the oppositional groups,
the Movement of Revolutionary Liberation (MRR), was led by Diaz Lanz, the exchief of the Cuban air force, to whom reference has a1ready been made. In April
1960 the MRR appeared to be the best organised opposition movement in Cuba,
enjoying excellent relations with the United States of America.
Besides the familiar figure of Diaz Lanz, other members of the organised opposition
had originally worked with Castro, such as Sergio Sanjenis, who had been head of
intelligence in Havana for a short period. 82 By October 1960 some 1,000 rebels had
assembIed in Escambray, an inaccessible mountainous area in central Cuba. 83
There were a1so bomb attacks, arson, sabotage and threats in increasing frequency.
Many of these active opponents appear to have been arrested and tried in the
winter of 1960-61. 84 The decisive defeat of the counter-revolution supported by the
North American government was the holding back of the invasion at the Bay of Pigs
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on April 17th 1961. 85 On the 16th of April 1961 Castro had called the Cuban revolution 'socialist' for the first time.
LA W AS INSTRUMENT
THE BREAK WITHIN THE BAR AND THE JUDICIARY
The political tension and changes of these years made their presence feIt in
criminal justice and other areas of the law. The same can be said of the government's increasing need to tighten its grip on the economy and the public administration. The operation of the Revolutionary Tribunals led at the end of 1960 to a
dispute .over their competence between the tribunals and the Supreme Court. In the
same year the conflict between so-called moderate and radical lawyers reached its
peak. A large number of members of the legal profession left, while those who
remained dedicated themselves to the development of a new ideology in terms of
which their function could be situated.
The criminal legislation passed in th is period reflected the bitter struggle
against the counter-revolution and the huge extension of governmental con trol in
the economy. Early in 1960 a law was promulgated which extended the category of
economic offences. Malpractices in trade and industry could be defined as counterrevolutionary crimes under certain aggravating circumstances, such as serious
national economic recess or hostile relations with another country.86 In February of
the same year the number of types of official misconduct was increased and the
related sentences we re made more severe. Misuse of public funds, for example, was
now a counter-revolutionary crime and would be tried as such by the Revolutionary
Tribunals. 87 The same applied to the civil offence of arson if it affected sugar
plantations or other agricultural areas. 88 In July new economic offences we re declared counter-revolutionary and in a number of cases the relevant penalties we re
increased. 89 The enormous increase of counter-revolutionary acts of violence in the
autumn of 1960 was the reason for a law passed in January 1961,90 which increased
the penalties for counter-revolutionary offences such as bomb attacks and arson to
include the death penalty. The commentary on the law referred to the necessity of
re pressing clandestine counter-revolutionary activities, which we re in some cases
financed and encouraged by foreign imperialist agents. 91 In November the government went even further and changed the death penalty from a maximum to a minimum for these offences, as well as for a number of others, such as the formation
of armed groups for the purpose of committin~ crimes against the security of the
nation or for gaining entry into the country.9 The lending of assistance to saboteurs and other counter-revolutionaries could be punished with confiscation of all
one's goods. 93
In the same period the so-called struggle between moderate lawyers, on the
one hand, and radical lawyers and the Revolutionary Government, on the other
hand, became accentuated.9~ In July 1960 a conflict which had probably been going
on for some time within the Cuban bar emerged into the open with actions in
Havana.
The last elections for the Governing Board of the Bar Association of Havana,
which had been in existence for a century, had taken place in August 1958. New
elections were planned for spring 1961. However, a year earlier -- on July 5th 1960,
to be precise --, an action on the part of 'revolutionary' lawyers had blocked this
plan. In the night hours a group of lawyers occupied the organisation's office. They
claimed to have taken over the running of the organisation and labelled the mem-
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bers of the old board traitors of the revolution, calling one member at any rate by
his full name. 95 In December of the same year a new General Meeting of the Association was held, at which new statutes were adopted and a new executive committee was chosen. A year later, in honour of a 'Lawyers' Day' held on June 8th
1961, the new Bar Association of Havana dec1ared itself to be in solidarity with
'socialism', the People and the government party of that time, the Organizaciones
Revolucionarias Integradas (Integrated Revolutionary Organisations, or O.R.!.):
What we can say about this of June 8 is that it has served to show
that lawyers too are be co ming impregnated with the new morality,
that they are ready to co mb at tirelessly all tendencies towards
favouritism and nepotism and all outrages to truth, that their
device is one and one only: Towards socialism, with the People,
under the guidance of the O.R.I. 96
The old, displaced executive committee of the Havana Bar continued to hold
meetings, at first outside the official offices of the association and later in exile.
Like a large number of other lawyers, its members left the country. From Miami
they issued declarations abroad sharply condemning the situation in Cuba. 97
There we re also conflicts between the government and radical judges, on the
one hand, and the more liberal members of the legal profession, on the other hand.
Looking back over the previous years on September Ist 1961, the Public Prosecutor
of the Supreme Court, Dr. Santiago Cuba, accused the Cuban judiciary of having a
counterrevolutonary attitude. By means of legal verdicts, so he c1aimed, the laws
had been interpreted in an unfavourable way for the people. For example, the Court
of Constitutional Guarantees had granted far too much compensation in cases of
nationalisation: more than 15 million pesos in less than a year. This figure
represented the compensation which the Cuba people had had to pay the big landowners, which we re often foreign companies. Many more àppeals we re accepted by
the Court from big landowners in this period than appeals which were lodged by the
state body, the INRA. Dr. Santiago Cuba c1aimed that from the INRA's appeals
fifty-one we re turned down and only nine were accepted, while from the appeals
lodged by big landowners and other proprietors sixty-four were accepted and only
three we re turned down. 98
The confliets with and within the judiciary escalated to become a dispute
about the respective powers of the Revolutionary Tribunals and the Supreme Court.
In October 1960 the Court for Constitutional and Social Guarantees gave a negative
reply to the question as to whether it was constitutional for a verdict of a Revolutionary Tribunal to be reconsidered by the Supreme Court. The argument behind
this decision was that the organisation of the Revolutionary Tribunals was independent of the Supreme Court according to the Fundamental Law. A minority within the
Court disagreed, claiming that it was within the powers of the Supreme Court to
decide whether an offence was· counter-revolutionary or not and th us whether it
should be tried by a Revolutionary Tribunal or not. 99
Events followed one another in quick succession. On November 15th two members of the Supreme Court, Dr. José Morell Romero and Dr. Emilio Menéndez, the
second of whom had been appointed President of the Supreme Court by Castro in
January 1959, resigned from their function as judges and sought political asylurn,
the formèr in the Mexican embassy and the latter in the Argentinian embassy. Only
a few of their colleagues in the Supreme Court we re prepared to label them as
'traitors'. In December Castro opened a violent public attack on the judiciary. On
December 20th the ban on the dismissalof judges was temporarily lifted (for the
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second time since January 1959). This gave the President of the Republic and the
council of ministers forty-five days in which to dismiss judges. lOO Via this procedure seventeen judges of the Supreme Court we re dismissed on December 26th,
nine of whom we re already abroad. According to the International Commission of
Lawyers, a good hundred other judges met the same fate in January 1961. 10 1 By
1961 the composition and ideological line of the Supreme Court were such th at it
could openly caU the new revolutionary Cuban justice socialist:
Under a socialist regime the courts of law have the duty of protecting socialist legality and order with the specific methods which
belong only to them. 102
Ideologically at least, a big step had been taken in the direction of what was to be
institutionalised in the 1970s as a new 'socialist' legality. In the same declaration of
21st August 1961 the Supreme Court continued:
The function of the Courts is th at of deciding cases of Justice.
This means th at before making any judgement the legal norm to be
applied to the concrete case under decision must be studied ... But
the socialist justice goes further. Socialist justice serves besides to
build and improve socialism, because the courts, in deciding each
case, are teaching the citizen to be loyal to the socialist motherland and its institutions ....
The members of the judiciary cannot make an interpretation of the
revolutionary legislation without a close re gard to the social reality
which supports th is legislation. It must be understood th at the
revolutionhas drastically eliminated the former legal regime which
has been replaced by a new regime, both in its formal basis and in
its profound content. Only when judges and magistrates get fully
acquainted with their true mission as active guardians of socialist
legality, would it be possible to create a new pattern of adjudication of the fundamental laws of the revolution. 103
In order to familiarise the Cuban judges who worked in different courts with
the new socialist vision of legality, training sessions were organised at the instigation of the Supreme Court. The Court issued a special resolution for this:
Study and training courses will be organised at all tribunals and
courts of law in socialism and the fundamental duty of socialist
justice.
The judges were expected to be 'revolutionaries', or at any rate to be capable of
showing some understanding for the 'social justice and brotherhood' which the
revolution was attempting to realise. It was felt that this required ideological education.
It is th us necessary to raise the ideological level of our coUeagues
who are involved in the administration of justice. We must increase
our efforts to familiarise those working in the legal profession and
other workers too with the ideas of Marxism-Leninism and to
convince them of the need for such study.104
We have seen how at particular times the government could go ahead with the
dismissalof certain judges. In addition, in December 1960 the appointment of the
President and other members of the Supreme Court and the presidents of the courts
of law, the Audiencias, passed directly into the hands of the President of the
Republic and the Council of Ministers. By an amendment to the Fundamental Law, it
was no langer required for an electoral committee consisting of judges and others
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to present the President with a list of proposals from which he could select the
final candidates. 105 In this new situation, the criticisms which had been levelled
against the judicial administration as it was practised in 1960 no longer applied.
When Dr. Santiago de Cuba, the Public Prosecutor, made the following remarks in
September 1961:
The other form of counter-revolutionary struggle was the revival of
outdated theories on the separation of powers, the independence
and apoliticism of the judiciary.l06
he was criticising a system which no longer existed. In the middle of 1961 the first
principles of a Marxist legal theory were introduced, such as recognition of the
impossibility of an independent judiciary. In the words of Santiago Cuba:
Even the proponents of the separation of powers knew perfectly
weIl that the so-called separation of powers does not exist in any
country and never has done. Whatever the social and economic
system of a state may be, there is only one power. This political
power is in the hands of the people or of its exploiters. 107
A new legal consciousness was required:
Under the previous regimes legal consciousness was expressed in
the intransigent defence of the political power of the North American monopolies and the big national proprietors who exploited the
labour of the people. The new leg al consciousness must find expression in the defence of the new political state which provides
and guarantees the social property of the whole people, the property for the wor kers and the economic, social and political rights
for the workers, peasants and middle class. 108
THE CONFLICT OF VALUES
The most important counter-revolutionary crimes were introduced in 1961 and
1962. Later, in 1963, there was another legal amendment, by which the category of
counter-revolutionary crimes was extended to include robbery and burglary. These
offences were now to be tried by Revolutionary Tribunals and could be capital
offences. 109 There we re no further changes of importance in th is field until 1973,
the year in which the Revolutionary Tribunals as such we re dismantled. 110 By 1961
the legal profession seemed to have entered a phase of relative calm for the time
being. The discussion on the tasks and ideology of lawyers and legislators died down
in the late 1960s. It was not until the 1970s that th is discussion was reopened on a
new ideological basis.
In th is chapter an outline of the first stages of the Cuban revolution has been
presented: the ideals at the beginning and the socio-economic reality which rapidly
curtailed them. For instance, the programme of the Movement of the 26th of July
had promised the restoration of the Constitution of 1940 and the implementation of
all kinds of social reforms. In th is phase of the Cuban revolution it was clear that
these promises involved conflicting values. The implementation of the first social
reforms, such as the redistribution of agricultural and grazing land in early 1959,
met with such strong political and increasingly violent resistance that the measures
taken to deal with this resistance themselves became more drastic. This escalation
in the severity of the measures taken threatened a number of constitutional rights
which protected the individu al against arbitrary action by the state. The category of
counter-revolutionary offences was extended, and the summary criminal procedure of
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the military tribunals which tried them gave the defendants Ie ss protection than was
normally the case. Those accused of such crimes were denied the right of habeas
corpus and could face exceedingly severe penalties. Ideals taken from the bourgeois
Constitution of 1940 had to make way for the 'different' political goals: a human
minimum level of existence for the largest part of the Cuban population, the poor
and the poorest. The Movement of the 26th of July's ambitions to fulfil both ideals
after the victory failed in the difficuit early years of the revolution, at any rate as
far as the struggle against the growing group of enemies of the revolution was
concerned, some of whom had been members of the Movement's own ranks.
The most rapid developments in the field of criminal justice were those affecting the struggle against counter-revolutionaries. Within a few years, the use of the
law as an instrument of power against political opponents was a political facto The
difficult conditions under which the Cuban revolution struggled to achieve political
and social transformations rendered it extremely difficuit or simply impossible to
retain the liberal constitutional principles intact within the revolutionary administration of justice.
This chapter deals only with political, or counter-revolutionary, offences. 111 In
a number of socialist countries, such as the People's Republic of China in the 1950s
and 1960s, this is expressed in a theoretical distinction, the so-called 'conflicts
between the enemy and ourselves,.112 So far, 'contradictions within the people', as,
they are called within this perspective, have been left out of account. These concern small misdemeanours and relatively light offences which do not directly
threaten the revolutionary process and which are carried out by ordinary men and
women. In what follows I shall describe how the treatment of these misdemeanours
and offences in Cuba in the 1960s was incorporated in a wider policy of mass
mobilisation and education of the people; how trial of these offences was put in the
hands of the people itself by the establishment of neighbourhood tribunals throughout the who Ie land.
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